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About This Game

Bob has crashed on a strange planet, lost a bunch of parts for his ship and above all, is late for work!
Find the lost parts and rebuild your ship along the way to solve challenging, physics-based puzzles. You can build your ship any

way you like in the ship builder – try to find the coolest ship-design for the puzzle at hand!

Rebuild your ship any way You like

Find the lost parts and tools for Your ship – You’ll need them to solve puzzles!

25 Chapters of solid level design and clever puzzles

Many hours of replayability, with secrets, Achievements, Leaderboards and more
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bob came in pieces

Time to completion - 4 hours. Taking my time.

An EXTREMELY short puzzle platformer that desperately needs steam workshop support. What is there is fun.. I don't
recommend this. Most of the play time goes to putting your ship together for one 15 second puzzle, then spending another 5
minutes rebuilding it to make it past the next. Then again, it's probably more of a kid's "stick round peg into round hole" game..
Love it. Best title game for a game!. You can buy more entertaining and less frustrating puzzle games. Bob Came in Pieces
features 14 chapters and 10 "VR Missions", one of the latter is a horrible version of a Super Mario level. Again, you can buy
more entertaining and less frustrating puzzle games. If he came in pieces, he should leave in pieces as well.

P.S.: I played more than 18 minutes, Steam just didn't register them.. Bob Came in Pieces is a lovely, casual physics-based
puzzle game that features a story mode with 14 chapters where you main goal is to collect all the missing ship parts you have lost
during a crash with a meteor. To solve the puzzles you have to combine certain parts and attach them to one of the 8 sockets on
your ship.

Additionally the game features 10+1 really challenging and cool VR missions (heavily inspired by the VR missions in Metal
Gear Solid) where you have to solve some really crazy puzzles with a pre-defined set of ship parts.

In both the adventure and the VR mode the timer can be toggled on\/off so it's up to you if you play the game the casual way
and explore the levels or go for gold and try to beat the clock to get a silver or gold medal and the respective Steam
achievement.

The replayability depends on whether you're into time-attack or not. Either way i can highly recommend this game so make sure
to get it (when it's on sale)!. This is a fun little physics-based puzzle game with a very "lunar lander" feel. Fly around to collect
pieces of pipe, rockets, and pushers\/pullers to solve your way through 14 levels and get Bob back to space so he can get to
work. You can customize your ship to fit the needs of the problem at hand but make sure it's not top-heavy or off balance!
While some precision flying and some restarts on account of the occasional frustrating hang-up are required, you'll have fun if
you like refreshing new puzzle games.. Actually kind of cool, you fly around in a little spaceship, adding various parts to your
thing to solve all these physics based puzzles. Surprisingly well made for such a no-name kind of title.

But it's a game for kiddies. Pretty boring for mature gamers such as myself.
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I don't recommend this. Most of the play time goes to putting your ship together for one 15 second puzzle, then spending
another 5 minutes rebuilding it to make it past the next. Then again, it's probably more of a kid's "stick round peg into round
hole" game.. Great puzzles, cute theme, awesome physics based lunar lander style game! Rebuild your ship into whatever you
want! Only thing missing is multiplayer/co-op.. Disappointing. graphics are more simplistic than the screenshots seemed ( to
me) the physics also seem a bit off. 4\/10. Decent casual game. Flying around is easy and the puzzles are fun to solve. There's
not a whole lot of challenge to it though. Most puzzles are solved by searching for the right parts and configuring them correctly,
rather than challenging your piolting finesse or spatial skills.. Most of the game at first is comprised with you spending more
time making the correct ship for a short puzzle. Although you could say that the puzzle itself is part of how you build the ship, it
can be a little irritating at times when you have to frequently swap your parts every now and then. The music fits and the physics
of the game are incredibly tight. There is replayability in the form of time attack mode and of course, collecting all the parts of
the ship.

It's a fairly short game but do give this game a chance as I did because it might surprise you!. All in all, I think this is a really fun
game, and I've had a lot of fun trying to complete the speedruns (which I'm usually not a fan of). For the price of only
6,99\u20ac, I would highly recommend this small indie gem.. A short and fun indie game.
It's mainly just a bunch of physics puzzles.. Time to completion - 4 hours. Taking my time.

An EXTREMELY short puzzle platformer that desperately needs steam workshop support. What is there is fun.
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